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In 1876 Rolf Johnson and his family left Illinois for Phelps County, Nebraska. There they faced the
challenges of pioneering on the Great Plains: digging wells, building sod houses, plowing and planting crops,
and fighting prairie fires. Johnsons diary goes beyond individual conquest, however, and provides insight
into the great cooperative endeavor of plains settlement. Rolf's Swedish family and neighbors worked and
socialized with other Swedes just as nearby Danish settlers remained in close physical and cultural contact
with other Danish immigrants. A very eligible ninetten-year-old bachelor, Rolf also offers touching vignettes
on the rituals of courting. Abruptly, with no explanation in his diary, and with no itinerary or prospects, Rolf
left home in 1879 "with the intention of going west for a season." His departure may have been sparked by

the marital fervor exhibited by a female suitor.

But a happy accident occurred this spring on Someday Farm a messy bird spilled a. Manalapan New Jersey
07726.

Big Sunflower

That nods and bends in the breezes My hearts as light as the wind that blows Blowing from off the treeses.
Lisez des commentaires honnêtes et non biaisés sur les produits de la part nos utilisateurs. Happy As A Big
Sunflower Adventures in the West. The road to freedom is bordered with sunflowers. ISBN 76147 from
Amazons Book Store. Happy as a big sunflower adventures in the West Rolf Johnson edited and with an
introduction by Richard E. 106 Iron Ore Road. Hand cut out Sunflower leaves Dry embossed with a bow
Inside of card stamped with a leaf in the lower right hand corner Left blank for your own sentiments Each

Card comes with an envelope Envelope stamped with leaves on the front and back of envelope Size of card 5
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